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Two researchers explain the factors behind the massive rise in gold prices.

Will these factors remain constant, and as dominant, in future?

Gold is a peculiar asset class. Everybody has a bit of it and many want to buy more of it,

hoping that it is a hedge against inflation. But there is no consensus on what kind of

returns to expect from gold and why. Stocks give returns because they are backed by

enterprise and profits; bonds or fixed deposits give returns because they are interest-

bearing assets. But few understand gold’s investment potential. Currently, there are six

arguments for investing in gold, says a working paper from the National Bureau of

Economic Research (NBER) titled, “The Golden Dilemma” authored by Claude B Erb and

Campbell R Harvey. These are: inflation hedge, currency hedge, alternative to assets with

low real returns, a safe haven in times of stress, a de facto world gold standard and the fact

that gold is ‘under-owned’ by the majority.

The first five of these arguments are suspect. Gold is not an ‘inflation hedge’ and the real

price of gold seems to move in unison across currencies. Currency movements cannot

help explain why the real price of gold fluctuates. Gold has a strong negative correlation

with yields from gold-like assets (like treasury bonds) but the authors say that this  too is

not very clear over all time periods. Gold as a safe haven? As Marc Faber, an investor, once

put it, “When Timur ransacked Aleppo and Damascus in 1400, it didn’t help to have your

savings in gold. You lost your life and your gold.” Gold is not even a protection against

hyper-inflation, as Brazilians discovered between 1980 and 2000. Holding gold, as if the

world is on a de facto gold standard, too is not correct because gold is not a currency in the

real world. The world of paper money is far too complicated for a return to the gold

standard years.

What, then, is the basis of investing in gold? What can possibly explain the six-fold rise in

gold prices over the past 12 years, explanations that may hold good in future as well? The

sixth argument offers some clue about why gold price has been rising: gold is ‘under-
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owned’. According to the authors, gold prices are rising because of the fundamental

factors of higher demand and lower supply. The demand supply imbalance has been

caused by:

•    Reducing Gold Supplies: One argument for buying gold is that gold production is

not keeping up with demand. The current high prices of gold were expected to prompt

gold-miners to mine for more gold; but that is not happening. Does it mean that we have

run out of gold? There is a limited stock of gold left—likely to last 20 years—using today’s

technology. It is estimated that roughly 80% of the gold reserves has been mined so far. Of

course, the metal also exists in different forms: asteroids in space, oceans and deep inside

the earth. Unless improved technology can enable us to obtain gold from these sources,

the supply of gold will be limited. If you believe in this premise, it would make sense to

invest in gold.

•    ‘Financialisation’ of Gold: Gold has historically been money; what modern finance

has done to gold is unprecedented: ‘financialisation’ of gold. It is now possible for

investors to own gold without actually possessing the physical asset, through gold

exchange-traded funds (ETFs). The world’s largest gold ETF, SPDR Gold Trust, which can

be bought by investors, has seen its holdings of physical gold go from nothing in 2004 to

over 1,300 metric tonnes which is more than China’s gold reserves. This largely represents

investment demand which has shot up and driven gold price upwards. This is not likely to

stop soon because of the convenience of ETF versus physical gold.

•    Chinese Demand: China is sitting on huge amounts of foreign exchange, mainly

American dollars. The Chinese want to shift out of US dollars and put the money

elsewhere—mainly into gold. The Chinese government now owns a little over 1,000 metric

tonnes of the world’s gold, the fifth largest gold holding among countries. Being the

world’s largest producer of gold now, it is quite possible that it is ‘buying’ its own reserves

and limiting supply.

•     Central Banks: Central banks are big movers in the global market for gold. While

they have bought and sold gold at the wrong time and wrong prices, their sales have

declined in the past few years and it is unlikely that they will be big sellers of gold in the

near future. So far, central banks’ ‘excess demand’ has kept gold prices from collapsing.

•    Emerging Markets: The researchers argue that if emerging markets were to follow

two extreme economic models—the United States model for ‘endless’ consumption or

Swiss model for financial conservatism— either way, emerging markets’ gold holdings will

have to rise from the current levels and could be the basis for investing in gold.

•    Gold in a Portfolio: Gold has low correlation with other asset classes and, therefore,

is thought to be an ideal ‘defensive’ allocation to one’s portfolio, even though correlations

vary from one class to another. Investors who haven’t owned gold yet are likely to add it

just for the sake of diversification and as a defensive measure.
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While it is easy to see the demand side of the equation, investment in gold must reckon

with the issue of price as well. After all, investment gain is purely a function of the price

you pay when you buy and the price you get when you sell. If you buy at the wrong prices,

when gold is overvalued, you are unlikely to make much money. In other words, we need

to find a way to value gold. But how does one value gold?  Unfortunately, there is no real

valuation metric for the yellow metal. Gold offers no income, like shares, fixed deposits or

real estate. It has no everyday utility, unlike agricultural commodities and metals, other

than the fact that it is used as jewellery and looks good. The actual demand for real gold is

actually low.

There is another problem with gold’s valuation. To determining the value of gold we must

also include its valuation relative to other assets. We need to make it comparable. To

facilitate this, the valuation methods should also be comparable. This is simply not

possible. Gold is a ‘faith’ investment.

The fact is: gold’s price has gone up because of several historical factors, including the

popularity of gold ETFs. But the mentality of owning gold ETFs is different from owning

physical gold. There is no sense of real ownership. It is paper wealth—with no earning,

income or value-creation like stocks attached to it. This means few people are interested in

owning the real thing and want to get on the gold rush bandwagon simply to place a

directional bet which appears as ‘investment demand’ for gold.

Claude B Erb and Campbell R Harvey have helped to eliminate some of the less important

factors behind the rise in gold prices. They also offer some clarity on the demand side of

gold which possibly explains the relentless rise of gold over the last decade. But will these

demand-led factors remain unchanged, continuing to drive prices higher? The bigger

issue is that we really don’t know what actually will be the driving force of gold in future.

After all, gold has been driven up and down by different factors in different periods. The

researchers have merely offered a plausible explanation of the past decade, not a

permanent explanation behind gold price movement for all times to come.
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Are people buying gold as hedge against inflation?
This is the common argument put forth by economists that people in India are
increasingly buying gold to save themselves from the double digit inflation that is
hitting the economy for the past 2-3 years. I believe that in majority of cases this
is utter non sense.
Middle class and poor people who get impacted the most by inflation and
especially the food inflation have no surpluses to invest in gold! The upper middle
class most of which invests in risk free bank FDs may be buying gold but not as
hedge but more as a status symbol to show off at social events and also for the
marriage of their children may be.
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The super rich who probably buy the gold are not affected by inflation in any case!
So who is playing the hedge game? Small investors who can hedge by investing in
markets and in mutual funds will not do this, and put their money in gold. Now
gold prices have corrected form the peak by almost $300 and the indication is that
as the US economy recovers gold prices will actually fall further. So what happens
to hedge?
Gold is corrupt peoples’ great friend. It is people with black money who buy gold
the most because it is easier to hide black money in gold. The government has to
find out such people and punish them only then this stupid craze for gold can go
down.
Don’t believe for a moment that buying gold will be a good hedge. Buying a good
diversified equity mutual fund through SIP will be a better hedge than gold.
Historically gold prices correct 80% from their peak. So do your own calculations.
Also ask yourself the question at what profit will you sell gold bought by you? Are
you buying pure gold like coins and biscuits or buying ornaments? If you are
buying ornaments then the value gets reduced immediately.
When I am told I buy gold because I like it I have no answer or argument to
offer. If your happiness is in gold in your bank locker who am I to argue? But if
you tell me that I am buying gold as a hedge I would say all that I have said
above!
1.3.2013
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